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From the Director's Desk

'MINIMUM' PROGRAMME FOR
ENTREPRENEURsHIP

A ny ~conomic development Plan, Programme or
Polley package which is aimed at poverty

alleviation, productive employment generation, rural
development and social justice through participation
of cro ss section of people - rich and poor, urban and
rural, educated and uneducated. with or without land
- must attend to development of entrepreneurship in
the country, The UN Human Development Report
and experiences of rapidly growing South East Asian
countries confirm that investment in human capital
yields very high returns,
'Achieving Societies', it is argued, grow better and
faster than others. And achievement oriented
enterprising people emerge in societies/countries
where there aft! opportunities for betterment and
where efforts are made to build capabilities of the
population to exploit them. Entrepreneurs are
achievers. Entrepreneurs create enterprises which in
turn create employment. income, output and wealth.
Inadequate supply of indigenous entrepreneursond
therefore capacity to absorb investment (in '50s and
'60s) was, but no langer is, that serious a bottleneck
in our country. Growth of vast tiny and small scale
sector, and the growing middle sector with many
emerging business giants in the recent times is a
testimony to th« strong base of Indian
entrepreneurship with capability of meeting any
. c!fal'!!'!ge.. either kPf1J. w.!th~ oroutside. !
However, can any .iliOn or long term Plan take for ~
granted an adequate and sustained supply of
indigenous entrepreneurs, sufficiert /0 meet the
massive problem of unemployment, regional
backwardness and widespread pvverty? Can any
Plan or strategy accept and expect high flow of
external entrepreneurship (multinationals, NRls etc.)
so as 10 make up for these gaps? The answer quite
clearly is in the negative.
What should therefore be our. required 'minimum'
programme for entrepreneurship promotion and
development? The following is my ten point
programme:
I) Create a massive awareness about charms of

being an entrepreneur among school children and
col/ege youth and society at large, among
educated and uneducated unemployeds, employees
and non-business communities so as to change
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current obsession with' job search and fetish for
wage employment. Use television, radio and prim
media 10 'sell' entrepreneurship as a desired and
preferred way of life and livelihood. Make
achievers and self-made entrepreneurs our flew

Heroes. .
2) Help policy makers and all the actors in the

support system (finance, information,
infrastructure, or statutory clearancei.througb
strategic use of media as well as sensitisation
workshop. and retraining, fiats and role-model
demonstrations, realise tluit serving tle caU$t of
entrepreneurs in the country is a priority
developmental task. Changing mindset and
perceptions of the bureaucracy about
entrepreneurs must be as high a priority as
simplification of procedures.

3) Long term measures to create an achieving society
and assured flow of enterprising individuals must
begin at the school level where a spirit of
enterprise must be developed (just a. patriotism,
bravery, and honesty); it must be sustained
through college where achievement orientation
is nurtured to culminate into a desire for
self-reliance, independence, creativity and
innovation through self-employment.
Entrepreneurship through education should
therefore be an integral part oj national HRD
policy.

I) The immediate (short term) goal of national and
state-policies and ·"ec~iv __:#Masure8- should be
to make e~try and operations of new
entrepreneurs less painful and ultimately smooth
and satisfying. "Be an· entrepreneur without fear
of harassment and without losing your
self-respect" should be the motto of each state in
place of procedur es and administrative irritants
which tend to kill entrepreneurship.

5) Most new entrepreneurs are starved of
information on business opportunities. The thrust
of entrepreneurship assistance initiatives (state
as well as private} must be all investment
counselling and project formulation through a
better information base and uptodate knowledge
and counselling skills.

6) All State Plans must internalise entrepreneurship
development activities, i.e. integrate them with
the development strategy and raise their scale of
output. The current addition to entrepreneurial

supply, despite more than 500 organisations
conducting EDPs, is insignificant. But rather than
numbers alone, it is their qualitative contributions
in terms of widening the base of entrepreneurship,
regional spread, self-employment of unemployeds
and better survival and growth performance which
should be focussed upan. They must find a place
of pride (in allocations) in the Plans.

7) The constraint of credit for new entrepreneurs
must be removed. No sound entrepreneur with a
viable project must fail to start an enterprise just
because .ufficient fund is not available, Innovative
credit packages (training ~nd venture capital
linked), innovative inst.tutional arrangements
(private initiative, self-help groups, credit
cooperatives etc.) will have to be encouraged.
Alternatives to commercial banking therefore must
be established in a big way.

8) lnstitutionalisation of entrepreneurship
development and promotion activities must be
accelerated with increasing role of voluntary and
non-government organisations including
associations of industries and entrepreneurs. Each
state must have several vibrant, well funded,
professionally well equipped entrepreneurship
agencies to catalyse various entrepreneurship
development initiatives and potential,

9) . Policy and programme attention 10 new enterprise
creation must be adequately balanced by shifting
focus 10 performance and gro'wth of enterprises,
C!JpoGity building of ~nlTePIYfUW<f'for muling-
challenges of internal and external competition.
innovations, technology absorption and growth
without protection must be built through
counselling, training and retraining arrangements.
Consultancy for growth must rate high amonli
private and state sponsored SME institutions,

10) Equal opportunities to women to enter and
succeed in business must be given a major thrust
in the minimum programme. Gender sensitisation
of support system and thereby removal of
bottlenecks for entry and growth of women
entrepreneurs and raising their level of
participation in business must be the goal of
gender focused policy and programmes. It must
be based on a firm belief that women make good
and even better entrepreneurs.

DR, V,G, PATEL

ORIENTATION PROGRAMME FOR THE OFFICIALS OF REGIONAL
RURAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT, KANDY, SRI LANKA

In order to acquire an insight
into promotion of micro
enterprises, informal credit and
self help groups, small and
medium enterprises and support
organisations; the participants
were taken on field visits to
Rural Technology Institute,
KVm, DIe, SlDBI, NABARD
and two NGOs,
The group was unanimous in
voicing that if micro enterprise
development strategy is adopted.
systematically, it will work
wonders as it has done in India,
They felt that since the need of
the hour in Sri Lanka is to create
job providers rather than job
seekers, their visit to the EDIT
has been very fruitful.
They were confident of being
able to identify not only the
competent potential entrepre-

neurs but also the right business
opportunities for them and also
equip the potential entrepreneurs
with appropriate knowledge,
skills and development of
attitudes through training
interventions, Acknowledging
the competency and efficiency
of the EDll faculty members,
who they felt, were an excellent
team of trainers-cum-
researchers, they wished that
scrne sort of long term
collaboration could be worked
out with the EDll in order to
continue with enhancing their
professional capabilities.
The most befitting tribute to the
EDIJ was when they expressed
tnat such an institute be
established in Sri Lanka to
spearhead small and micro-
enterprise promotion in their
country,
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A team of 9 members from Sri
Lanka visited EDll 0", a

3-week study tour to learn about
'Private Enterprise
Development'. The team
consisted of 2 Bankers, 3
Divisional Secretaries, IOfficer
from Agriculture Department
and 3 Officers from RRDP
Planning Unit.
They were exposed to the
approaches to Rural Enterprise
Development in India as
developed by the EDIl and this
is adopted widely by a large
number of NGOs. They were
also helped to understand
various stages of
micro-enterprise promotion
strategy such as centre feasibility
study, programme promotional
strategy, selection of potential

entrepreneurs through FBEI,
business opportunity
identification and guidance,
business plan preparation and
appraisal, behavioural inputs,

business counselling, gender
dimensions in entrepreneurship,
marketing. management
information system and planning
and implementation of REDP;.



CAPACITY BUILDING OF RESOURCE PERSONS TO GENDER
SENSITISE SUPPORT SYSTEM OFFICIALS

The Entrepreneurship
Development Institute of

India (EDII) is given a
stimulating and chal lenging
assignment of designing and
implementing a programme on
'Gender Planning in
Entrepreneurship' by the
Department of Personnel and
Training, Ministry of Personnel,
Public Grievances and Pensions,
Government of India. The
objective of the programme is
to help bring about an attitudinal
change in planners, policy
makers, development activists,
researchers and support system
officials who are actively
involved in empowerment of
women through self
employment.
This is a part of the 'Gender
Planning Training Project' being
implemented under the National
Perspective Plan (1988-2000)
with the bilateral co-operation of
the Government of India and
Overseas Development
Administration, U.K. to provide
equity and social justice to
gender as a whole. This
programme is being
implemented in five stales in
India, viz, Karnataka, Kerala,
U.P., M.P. and Maharashtra.

The programme has evolved as
a result of the concern of the
Government of India that despite
an appreciati ve shi ft towards
perceiving women as
contributors to economic and
social development, women
neither enjoy the same access as
men do to productive resources
nor to the decision making
process. In the sphere of
entrepreneurship, eventhough
women are increasingly
becoming self-employed and
owner-managers of micro, small
and medium scale enterprises,
yet there persists the image of
stereotypical roles which women
should perform and which, in
turn, is proving to be a major
stumbling block to the desired
momentum in creation of new
enterprises by women.
Realising that the first step
towards eradication of what can
be termed as 'Gender Biases' is
the need to bri ng about an
altitudinal change by

dissemination of gender
awareness,amongst all those.
who are promoting economic
self reliance of women, the EDII
has formulated a two tier
programme.

'The first tier is a training
programme for 'Capacity
Building of Resource Persons'
who would be sensitising
SUPPO[ officials engaged in
facilitating setting up of new
enterprises by women.
*The second tier includes series
of workshops for policy makers,
planners and support officials.
The fortnight long training
programme 'Capacity Building
of Resource Persons to Gender
Sensitise Support "System
Officials' commenced on 17th
June 1996. Twentyfour (24)
resource persons drawn from
state level entrepreneurship
institutions and NGOs from the
aforesaid five states attended the
training programme. At the
inauguration. Shri R.Ramani,
(Joint Secretary) Training
Division, Departrnenf of
Personnel and Training,
Government of India, pointed
out that there have been several
developmental programmes
targeted at women since the last
three decades, yet the desired
development is yet to be
attained. Perhaps it is due to the
absence of an adequate
analytical framework where
women's interests and needs
have heen considered explicitly.
Most of the development plans
have a welfare approach and the
contribution of women is
officially recognized only in
terms of their reproductive roles
- motherhood and child Care. A
change in this direction is a must
and the shift in focus should be
on the acute need for redefining
the roles played by women and
men and that there must be a
'partnership among equals'. He
stressed on the need to bring
about attitudinal changes and felt
that training is the best method
to do it and it should centre on
"unsettling the seUled way of
thinking in a manner that is least
unsettling."
Dr.V.G.Patel, Vice-President
and Director, EDII speaking on

Smt, KallUlnllAmar, D.\'. Secy, Ct'I", of Tnnning and Personnel GOI, Shri R. Romani JS, Dept.
of Training and Personnel. GOI seated with Dr. V. G. Patel, Vict"President and Director, EDII

during the inaugural [untion of the training nrogramme Jar 'Resource Persons'.

the occasion, felt that a focussed
attention on women in business
is necessary. Addressing the
resource persons, he said, that
they must take up the roles
assigned to them to gender
sensitise support officials in their
respective states very seriously
and must assume leadership to
continue with the beginning of
a major movement. He reminded
them that their actions will
denote their commitment and
that they must make an all out
effort towards fulfillin:; the
objectives of the programme to
orient all key actors involved in
promoting women as
entrepreneurs, of the need to
move away from prejudices,

The training programme
addressed several important
issues. At the outset of the
programme, the question of why
there has been a shift to . Gender
and Development' from the
"Women and Development' or
'Women in Development' was
raised again and again. This was
mainly due to the reason that
gender inputs have become an
integral part of the curriculum
in all EDPs aimed at prospective
and existing women
entrepreneurs and therefore, it
became all the more relevant to
understand the gender
perspective. Women in

Shri Jay Nuruvan Vyas, Honourabte MIII;ster (Second from right) Narmada VeveiopulLnt, GOVI.
of Gujaral addressing the participants of 'he training programme. Dr. V. G. Pate~ Vice

Pr es iden: and Director, EDII is seated to his kit.

Development (WID) helped
women to have access to
information and resources but
did not question the sexual
division of labour or the
stereotypical role women
performed. Gender and
Development (GAD) on the
contrary, considers the multiple
forms of discrimination and
subordination women undergo in
relation to men. It also questions
the different roles played by men
and women in society and
observe how these differences
are influenced by ideological,
historical. religious. ethnic,
economic and cultural
determinants.
It also became very important
to trace the historical roots of
the status of women in India to
be able to determine what and
how sex trait stereotype ideas
and beliefs obout masculine and
feminine behaviour came into
being. Undoubtedly, it is neither
predetermined nor natural but
are shaped and constructed by
society. It definitely is food for
thought that if in the Rig Vedic
civilisation women enjoyed
equal status with men and
received equal education and
performed . Brahmacharya' and
"Upanayana', which clearly
demonstrates the absence of any
stereotypical role and an equity
in access to information and
knowledge, then why can that
status not be resurrected ?
Recorded documents from the
Rig Vedic civilisation are replete
with cases of women like Apala
and Vishvar a who were
outstanding vedic composers or
Lilavati and Khana, experts in
arithmetic and astronomy.
Women were also owners of
property then.
Shri J.N.Vyas, Hon'ble Minister
of Narmada Development, Food
& Civil Supplies, Govt. of
Gujarat & ex-Executive Director
- iNDEXb honourable guest
speaker invited to share his
views on the subject of gender
and entrepreneurship voicing the
same, cited an example of how
Mandai Mishra's wife, an
outstanding expert, was asked \0
be an adjudicator to resolve the

debate between Adishankar-
acharya and Mandai Mishra.
Speaking on gender biases, he
pinpointed several constraints
faced by the women
entrepreneurs such as limited
finance, comparatively less
acceptance as a boss, mobility
constraints. unfavourable
perceptions and the parallel and
demanding productive and
reproductive role of the women.
To remedy such a situation, he
asseverated, was a need for
. entrepreneurship education' as
well as proper counselling and
monitoring. To a querry whether
any policy changes can help
meet the desired objective, Shri
Vyas emphasised that marketing
avenues must be made available
to women entrepreneurs. R&D
centres must be set IIp to help
women entrepreneurs follow a
most promising and least
disastrous path. He observed that
there may be an initial resistance
to change, but perceptions are
constantly changing and with
gender sensitisation programmes
being implemented, a radical
change in future can be
expected.
At the outset of the programme,
participants, particularly many of
the men amongst them, seemed
sceptical and revealed diverse
attitudes from rejection to
passive acceptaoce. But as we
neared the end of the
programme, rigid perceptions
and view points began to give
way and as a participant aptly
pointed out, 'the churning
process had begun'. The debates
became more vociferous and
participation was whole hearted.
What became apparent is that
there are gaps in information
relevant to our country and that
intensive research and study is
needed before we can evolve a
gender approach and
methodology most functional to
our interests suiting reality and
our needs. We have made a·
beginning and have a long way
to go. Experiences from all
corners of our country ought to
be synthesized so that they can
be taken full advantage of and
shared. We would definitely be
interested to borrow from other's
experiences.



.sUMMER CAMP ON ENTREPRENEURIAL STIMULATION

A parent speaJcingduring me parents meet held after successful
completion of Children's Camp.

TThe third camp on programme was to 'catch
entrepreneurship and potential achievers young' and

achievement was organised motivate them to achieve
during May 06 to 1\, 1996. excellence in life. The camp
The basic objective of the was attended by 41 children

ENTREPRENEURSHIP
THROUGH SATELLITE

Scientific and technological
revolution is bringing about

radical changes in our life. The
pivot of all these changes is the
education process itself which is
experiencing a tremendous
impact. The classroom may soon
become more of a concept rather
than the actual space in a
building as it is now. In other
words because of the growing
sophistication and expansion of
information technology, a
classroom situation can be
created in any location where the
students want to study. In such
a classroom, the traditional mode
of teaching where a teacher
performs the basic functions of
imparting education will no
longer be considered as the most
essential component of the
teaching process. The Open
Learning System is today rapidly
gaining popularity all over the
world as an alternative to the
traditional education system.
In the past, radio and telev ision
were not perceived as being
capable of delivering goods fur
individualised instructions. It
was presumed that electronic
mass media enforces a one-way
communication system requiring
a student to be either a passive
listener or viewer. Now such
limitations can be overcome
wi th the help of satellite based
interactive communication
network (SATCOM) ann the
participants of the class may
remain in different geographical
locations.
Recently the Entrepreneurship
Development Institute (If India
made its maiden attempt to use
SA TCOM technology for
promoting entrepreneurship. On
2 - 4 July, 1996 the institute in
collaboration with the
Development and Educational
Communication Unit (DECU) of
the Indian Space Research
Organisation (ISRO) conducted
an Orientation Programme for
viewers in Karnataka. The
Centre for Entrepreneurship
Development of Karnataka
(CEDOK) was the coordinating
agency. The programme was

meant for counsellors and I
prospective learners of the Open
Learning Programme in
Entrepreneurship (OLPE).
OLPE has been launched in ten
states in India. During the
programme, the following EDII
faculty members provided inputs
on various topics of OLPE to
the viewers, from the ISRO
studio at Ahmedabad. They were

Shri J.B.Patel,
Shri A.Narayanan,
Dr. A.Bhattacharya..
Ms. Nalinee Contractor
Dr. B.Siddiqui
Shri Ajay Dixit and
Dr. Sunil Shukla

CEDOK had mobilized almost
six hundred participants every
day who took part in the
programme from all over
Karnataka. During the
programme, which lasted for
four hours everyday, the
participants constantly interacted
with the faculty in the studio
through telephone and fax. The
participants were of the opinion
that the EDII should use the
SATCOM technology on a
permanent basis to develop
entrepreneurship all over the
country and abroad.
The inauguration ceremony was
attended by Prof.N.R.Seth,
former Director - IlM, Shri
B.S.Bhatia, Director - DECU -
ISRO, Shri Mukesh Gulati,
Executive, Programmes, FNSt.
Dr.Dinesh Awasthi, Sr.Faculty,'
EDII and Dr.Abhijit
Bhattacharya, Project Leader,
OLPE.
The valedictory function was
attended by Shri H.K.Mittal,
Director - NSTEDB (DSn, Shri
B.S.Bhatia, Mr.Nadigar,
Regional Manager, CEDOK,
Ms.Nalinee Contractor, visiting
faculty, EDIl and Dr.Abhijit
Bhattacharya.

The EDII is currently exploring
the possibility of using the local
cable network as well as other
satellite TV network to promote
entrepreneurship on a massive
scale.

FOR CHILDREN
in the age group of 12 to 17
years. The' children were
exposed- to psychological
motivation development
exercises; specifically selected
interesting stories and were
taken for a visit to small and
•nedium enterprises besides
meeting and interacting with
well-known achievers from
different fields. The programme
was unique in the sense that
there was no language bar, no
class barrier and no routine
class-room lectures. They were
stimulated and inspired through
well planned activities right from
the early morning till late in the
night. When the camp came to
an end, the participants voiced
that the camp had boosted their
self confidence and had created

The Summer Camp for the
1youth, which was set in

motion by the institute in
1992, has presently become a
core activity of the Institute.
Eventhough it was decided that
only 30 youths would
participate at the camp, an
overwhelming response led to
organising two simultaneous
batches for 44 youths. The
camp was organised during
May 22 to June 02. 1996.
Participants came from Baroda,
Dahanu, Rajkot, Surendranagar,
Bombay, Agra. Jaipur, Delhi.
Madras, Jalgaon and Calcutta.

The youth were motivated and
inspired to achieve excellence
in the career they chose to
pursue. They were exposed to
various career options
available for them. They were

ccunselled by knowledgeable
and experienced career
counsellors on selection of a
right career for themselves as
well as planning it
entrepreneurially. They were
cautioned about the challenges
which they were facing or
would face in the changing
market scenario.

They were taken to different
institutions in and around
Ahmedabad like National
Institute of Design, Space
Applications Centre and
Physical Research Laboratory.

an awareness of the need for
'achieving excellence. The
assignments given: offered them
a statesman of vision. The
achievers who interacted with
them were found to be very
effective as role models for
children at this tender age .
Three achievers, viz. Shri S. K.
Savla, the indu~trialist; Shri
Krushna Kant Jha, the journalist
and Shri Mukund Parmar, the
Cricketer were invited to share
their success stories and
experiences with children who
were thoroughly motivated and
inspired by their achievements.
The institute had also organised
a ' Parents' Meet' which was
attended by parents of almost
all children, 'immediately after
winding up of the camp. During

The functioning of these
national level institutions was
explained to them. It was a rare
opportunity for them since they
had no prior exposure to such
institutes. Many achievers were
also invited to share their
experiences with them. Dr. V.
G. Patel, a pioneer in
entrepreneurship movement
recalled his experiences and
narrated the charms of
becoming entrepreneurial. Shri.
Sushil Kumar Handa, the
Chairman and Managing
Director of Core Health Care
Ltd., Ahmedabad inspired them
(0 think big and thereafter
achieve it. Shri. Achal Bakeri,
Chairman and Managing
Director of Sanskrut Comforts
Systems Ltd., spoke to them on
the importance of becoming

Participant! of lhe Youth Camp during Q session.

innovative. Shri. Vijay Patel,
an outstanding entrepreneur
emphasised on performance of
duties with integrity and
dedication. Prof. G. S. Agarwal
, a renowned scientist, shared
with them the secrets of his
success. Shri. Kuldip Sharma
Inspector General of Police.
talked to them on target goal-
setting and systematic planning,
citing his own experiences.
Shri. Krushna Kant Jha, the
editor of 'Gandhi nagar
Samachar' narrated that physical
bar was no bar in way of

the meeting they were offered
valuable suggestions regarding
their childrens' future
achievements. The parents
were impressed by the impact
of the camp and acknowledged
their gratitude to the Institute,
which they felt, had done a
great deal towards developing
the creative personality of their
children. They expressed their
thanks to Dr. V. G. Patel,
Vice-President and Director of
the Institute who had provided
the children with the
opportunity to attend such an
informative camp and also
thanked the camp leaders, Dr.
Sunil Shukla and Prof. B. B.
Siddiqui who had made it
possible for the children to learn
the true meaning of
~achievement'.

achievement. Shri. Surendra
Patel, creator of Vis halla- a
unique restaurant at
Ahmedabad, shared with them
his secrets of success, seizing
opportunities wherever
perceived. The participants felt
they were very fortunate to be
able to get an opportunity to
meet so many achievers from
different walks of life during
the camp. They expressed that
they would never, forget these
dynamic experiences which
would be instrumental in
shaping their lives. During the
camp, they were given
assignmertts which were not
only challenging but also a
pointer towards seeking
excellence. The camp which
was a grand success received an
excellent feedback from the

participants. It came to an end
on June 02, 1996. The
valedictory function was
presided over by Dr. V. G.
Patel, Vice-President and
Director' of EDIl who awarded
certificates to the participants
and hoped that they would all
become 'achievers' one day. He
also acknowledged the
contribution of the camp
leaders, Dr. Sunil Shukla and
Prof. B. B. Siddiqui for the
successful completion of the
camp.



Case study by :
Sanjay, Pal Faculty Member

- EDn

[RAINING PROGRAMMES ON BUSINESS COUNSELLING
AND GROWTH FOR EXISTING ENTRgPRENEURS

AT CHANDIGARH
The Entrepreneurship

Development Institute of
India (ED II), committed to

training existing entrepreneurs

and associated professionals, has

been conducting several
inter-linked training programme

on Effective Business

Counselling and Growth
Programme for Existing Small

Scale Entrepreneurs. "The EDll

aims at institutionalising the
concept of small business
counselling throughout the

country. This unique programme
has been adopted from the model

prepared by the Durham

University Business School
(DUBS, U.K.) which offers

counselling services to existing

entrepreneurs through selected

counsellors who have undergone
training in 'Effective Business

Counselling' .

The training programme on
'Effe~tive Business Counselling'

encourages professionals to
graduate from mere book
keeping and tax and fund
management or project report

preparation or procurement of

financial assistance:' to growth
counselling. Given EDIl's

objective to institutionalise this

It is generally observed thar

traditional rural industries in
India find it difficult to market
their products at reasonably good
prices. Lack of adequate
demand, inefficient distribution
channel, middlemen exploitation
etc. are some of the basic
problems faced by cottage and
village industries in India. Not
being able to market their
products effectively, the
producers in rural industries
sometimes give up their
traditional occupation as was the
case with the 'Swansi' weavers
of Chhotanagpur plateau during
late 70's. The increasing cost of
yarn and lack of adequate
demand for the hand-woven
cloth forced a majority of the
weavers to leave their' looms and.
migrate to urban areas in search
of jobs. Since they had no land

to cultivate, the only other
alternative was to work as
agricultural labourers thereby
creating pressure on the already
over crowded agricultural sector.

To address this basic
marketing problem of the

V. Podmanand. lire Progranune Director, addressing tht pGrticipanls during lhe 'Growth'
ProIQ/"" •• for £xis/int Small Scak EnJr.epT<lleurs 0/ Chandi8arlo.

concept, training programme on

'Effective Business Counselling'

was held in the northern region

wbich involved both formal
association and informal and

voluntary assistance of several
regional bodies. The programme
concept is highly relevant given
the great imponderables of the

survival process of small.

enterprises in the wake of

economic reforms. The question

that iooms Iarge IS will
competitive moves of large

artisans and the producers in
the village and cottage
industries and to develop a
successful strategy for
marketing of rural products,
the EDII has planned on
analysis and documentation of
experience. of organisations
which have specialised In this

field and are successfully
DUlrketln& rural products, As

a part of this programme, I
visited Xavier Institute of Social
Services (XISS), Ranchi (Bihar),
This institute is promoting and
marketi ng handicrafts and
village industries products since
the early eighties. To solve the
marketing problem of the
"Swansi' weavers in the
Chhotanagpur region, they have
begun to purchase woven cloth
from the weavers and sell them
in the nearby markets. They
have also established contacts
with organisations like Sharba
Shanti Ayog (SHASHA),
Calcutta and Council for
Advancement and People's
Action & Rural Technology
(CAPART), New Delhi which

businesses, MNCs and foreign

competitors sound the death

xnell of Indian SSIs ? The

rapidly changing economic

environment has made it amply
clear that ad-hoc and short-term

management is unsustainable
and therefore, small businesses
need professional counselling.

In keeping with this objective,

competent counsellors trained by

the EOII from April 7 to II,

1996, were identified and linked

to entrepreneurs for counselling

are promoting and marketing
several handicraft articles and
cottage & village Industries'
products. They are now
procuring bulk orders from these
organizations .

XISS has also developed a well
thought out system by which
they are providing yarn to the
weavers. The articles made by
the weavers from the yarn
supplied are collected by
offering fair wages to them.
Marketing of these products is
the responsibility of XISS. In
the year 1983, a separate cell viz;
Tribal Handi-craft Marketing
Cell (THMC : Registered in
1984) was created in XISS. The
THMC started participating in
various exhibitions' and "melas'
through which the artisans
themselves sold their products.
They were also able 10 establish
contact with OXFAM Bridge
which has a wide marketing
network in many Third World

and European countries.

Though the initial focus was
only on weaving, gradually they

RURAL MARKETING: A GROWING CONCERN

services if required.

The growth programme for

existing entrepreneurs took place

in three phases with the first
phase commencing on April 15

till April 17, 1996. The second
phase was from April 18 to May

3 I, 1996 while the third phase

was conducted from June 7 to

June 10, 1996. The Growth

Programme for Existing
Entrepreneurs addressed critical

issues and sought to help

owner-managers in examining

also took up marketing of other
cottage and village industry
products such as barn boo
products. leaf plates, honey, jute
products, carpentry items, soap,
etc. Training programmes are
conducted in different trades for
skill formation and product/
design development. As a result,
a family of four or five weavers
earn about Rs.800 to Rs. 1200
per week and weaving is now a
full time occupation for the
Swansis.

I visited some villages like
Bakulda, Marangada etc. which
are 30 kms away from Ranchi
and witnessed the weavers
working on their loom with
feverish haste. In the course of
interaction,they elaborated upon
how XISS has helped them to
revive their traditional
occupation.

What is most interesting is that
in addition to marketing, THMC
has also taken up other
developmental activities. The
villagers in the project area are
totally illiterate and hence there

their enterprises in an objective

manner and understanding the

performance and growth
potential of their firms. It also

attempts to equip entrepreneurs

with knowledge and information

in key areas of concern

invaluable for small

entrepreneurs. Entrepreneurial

competencies that contribute
towards top performance is a
significant input in this training
programme. The participants of

the aforesaid programmes
included key members and heads

of professional bodies and

industry associations.

Encouragement was recci ved

from heads of government

departments and industry

chambers. Entrepreneurs

committed to growth, and

competent professionals of the
region were highly appreciative

of the said programmes.

Need based counselling services

some were also extended,
beyond the duration of the

programmes and several are

likely to continue for a long time
to come, as entrepreneurs not

only appreciate but also need the
unique potential benefits of the

programme concept.

is a possibility that they could
be cheated by outside agencies.
To overcome this, the artisans
are now being educated.
Sufficient attention is also being
givento their health care too.
Periodical visit of doctors from
Ranchi Medical College and

?ther hospitals and distribution
of free medicines are arranged.

The timely action of XISS has
not only helped to stop the large
scale migration of Swansi
weavers but has also been
instrumental in rehabilitating
them into their traditional
occupation. This case has proved
that if proper attention is given
to forward and backward
linkages, traditional rural
industries could become a viable
proposition as well as a good
source of regular employment
and income for the rural poor. It

can also effectively counter
migration from the rural to the
urban arC3S-



Efforts made by the to the benefit arising from the strategy, internal resources not
. Government have failed to project in terms of organizational taken into consideration and

sustain development projects development, human resource sustainability of the project in
mainly due to leakages and development and resource local condition often ignored.
misappropriation in project mobilization at both levels, i.e., As a result, not only does the
implementation. Besides, NGO as well as community. It sustainability of the project
development projects being is an on-going process and can suffer. but the NGOs on their
geographically diffused and only be fully realized with part become a mere tool for
implemented simultaneously in people's involvement in the implementing projects. Their
a large number of locations need development projects. association with the
concurrent action by more than Sustainability should be communities do not become
one department at the local level examined from the perspective permanent and they fai I to
and at the formulation stage. of both the NGO as well as the provide any direction to the
Taking this into consideration, community. members of the communities for
the Government has actively But, NGOs also face certain either understanding their own
involved local/voluntary challenges which if removed problems of development or
organizations in plan would result in the desired finding solutions for them.
implementation during the momentum to Sustainability of Today when there is a great need
Seventh Five Year Plan. Due to Development Projects. The three of umbrella NGOs in India, their
voluntary/non-government primary areas of constraint are numbers are very few and far
organizations operating in a organizational development, between and are suffering from
limited area and with people's human resource development the aforesaid problems regarding
participation. it is being and resource mobilization. sustainability. To tide over these
perceived that their innovative The basic problems encountered problems, concerted efforts are
approach and strategy of time at the organizational level are: required by the NGOs
management and acquiring large infrastructure, lack of themselves, the Government,
feedback as well as follow-up m i c r 0 - man age men t , volunteers, professionals,
and monitoring along with prioritisation towards bureaucrats and political leaders.

To promote research in the theory and practice of entrepreneurship, awareness raising, has resulted completing projects in keeping There is an immediate
the Entrepreneurship Development Institute of India (EDII), in development projects not only with guidelines provided by the requirement of applying new
Ahmedabad. has decided to grant fellowships to selected candidates. being more effective but cost funding agencies and complex mechanisms of project
The norms governing this activity are set-forth below: effective too. financial manage,\,ent. implementation and finding

The modus operand' eeds to be Th bl f d h 'alternative resources. It is only
I) The number of fellowships in a financial year (April to March) mentioned at this juncture. A e pro ems ace at t e

'11 be r . ed fi human resource development then that we can bring about a
w, umt to ive. small communi ty based level are: lack of application of compatibility between priorities

2) Fellowships will be available to teachers, trainers and researchers organization (CBO) operates in knowledge at the grassroot level of the NGOs and the
working at or associated with an Indian institution. upto I ive villages and an and holistic approach to rural community. It has been observed

3) Ph.D. candidates who have completed at least one year of research umbrella NGO covers a block development, prublems in that in each conununity there arc
area. In an ideal situation. an sustaining staff salaries. high strong internal resources which

following registration can also apply. umbrella NOO should should be used by the NGOs forvariation in the salary/
4) The purpose of the fellowships will be to enable the selected implement its projects only after honorarium of the staff. (all of human resource development at

persons to use the EDII library and other material available at taking into account the capacity which adversely affect the the local level. The development
the Institute for their research or study, and interact with the of community groups and CBOs morale and enthusiasm) and should be based on holistic
EDII faculty. so that they can well understand failure in recognition of capacity building in the local

5) The fellowship will be limited to first class train fare between the problems of development as experiences of NGO staff by the staff and the community groups.
Ahmedabad and tl e place where the researcher's institution is well as be able to find internal government. It would certainly be a
located. In addition, the selected researcher would be offered resources to tackle the problems. Regarding resource mobili- mammoth step towards helping
free hospitality in the EDII residential halls. This ultimately leads to the zation, project activities cease as them in searching for, as well as

sustainability of development soon as the grant gets over. defining their own
6) The duration of the fellowship will not normally be less than 30 project, and the NGO becomes There are three major problems developmental needs,

days and more than 60 days. process-oriented instead of of this aspect. Lack of financing Naresh Singh,
7) Applications wilt be entertained throughout the year and the becoming project oriented. mechanism and well defined Faculty Member - EDII

selected researchers can choose any time of the year for their I ~S=U=s=ta=i=n=a=b'='h='tY=,=ho=w=ev=e=r=,=n:=~=ers==========================~
visits to EDn, subject to the availability of accommodation in I;
the EDII residential' halls.

For owner-managers, managers, executives, officers and supervisors of
industrial enterprises.

The institute announces two programmes on Intrapreneurship development for managers and
other executives of industrial enterpises which will make them entrepreneurial, dynamic, innovative,
creative and responsive to change. The inculcation and development of above traits will result in
maximum utilisation of the current resources and quicken the pace of development. About thirty
participants wiil be taken in each programme commencing at EDIT campus, Ahmedabad (23 to 29
October 1996) and at Bangalore (27 January to 02 February 1997). The programmes are residential and

r=========================::::!.-============~-Iparticipants wilt be comfortably accommodated. The fee per
TEAMIN G" UP WITH IEDs/ CEDs participant is Rs. 11,500/- only which includes board and lodging

and relevant course material. The Small Industries Development
Bank of India(SIDBI) is providing a subsidy of Rs. 8.000/- only for
25 participants for deserving cases in each of the programmes.

For further information and enrolment interested industries
and individuals may kindly contact:

WE WELCOME ,f.-
Rajesh Patel, B.E.(Ag.), Dip. in Mgt.
Faculty .
Exhaustive experience in identification and dissemination 'of
Appropriate Technology for benefit of rural people in general and
village & cottage industries in particular. Rich experience in skills
upgradation, diversification of products and application of appropriate
tools and equipment for upliftment of artisan based cottage industries.
Currently working in the Rural Entrepreneurship Development
Department.

Girirajsinh Raol, B.Com., LL.B .. Dip. in I.R. & Pers. & Mgt.
Dip. in Labour Laws and Practice.
Dy.Manager (per. & Admn.)
With an experience of I I years in personnel management, and
specialing in labour laws. conciliation procedures, legal matters,
hurnan resource development and training; he is currently working
in the personnel and administration department.

Chetna SavantiIaI Khatri, B.Com.
Secretary
Intensive experience in secretarial work for about seven years.
Currently working as secretary in the Rural Entrepreneurship
Development Department.

Pragnya M. AngIay, B.Com., BLiSc.
Library Assistant
Intensive experience in a reputed library for six & half years.
Currently working as Library Assistant in the EDII Library.

RESEARCH FELLOWSHIP

8) The decision of the EDIT in all matters relating to administration
of fellowship will be final.

For further details and application forms, please write to :

Director
Entrepreneurship Development Institute of India

P.O. Village Bhat - 382 428
Dist. Gandhinagar, Gujarat, India.

Phone : (079) 7864331
Fax: (91) 79 7864367

E-Mail: Internet.edindia.ahd@aXcess.nel.in

Eon Facylty
Shrl B.P.Murail

SUSTAINABILITY OF
DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS:

CHALLENGES FOR UMBRELLA NGOsNOs

Training Programmes on
Intrapreneurship Development

Member - Goyern;ni Body
* Centre for Entrepreneurship Development of Kamataka

Dharwad (Kamataka)
* Institute of Entrepreneurship Development. Bhubaneshwar (Orissa)* Institute of Entrepreneurship Development (Bihar), Patna (Bihar)* Centre for Entrepreneurship Development

M.P., Bhopal (Madhya Pradesh)* Maharashtra Centre ior Entrepreneurship Development,
Aurangabad (Maharashtra)

0;: (Proposed) Institute of Entrepreneurship
Development-U.P., Lucknow (Uttar Pradesh) I ~~----------------~--------~----~--------~~----------------------------I

Shrl Ramesh Dave

Dr.Dinesh Awasthi

Dr. Sunil Shukla
Programme Director

Entrepreneurship Development Institute of India
Nr. Village Bhat, (p.O.) Bhat

Ahmedabad 382 428.



FORTHCOMING
CONFERENCES/PROGRAMMES

1. 19th UK Institute oCSmaU Bcsiness AJ'I'airs National SmaU
Firms Research Conterenee.
(20-22 November, 1996)

Theme : Enterprising Futures.

Abstracts and suggestions for symposia should be senl to Dr.
Monder Ram, at the UCE Department of Management, and
conference information can be obtained from the Conference
Administrator, University of Central England Business
School, Perry Barr, Birmingham B42 IBR, UK.
Tel. & Fax: 0121 331 5464

2. 26th European Small Business Se":'inar. (Vaasa, Finland).
(11-13 September, 1996)

Further information can be obtained from the ESBS
Secretariat, Centre for Continuing Education, University of
Yaasa, PO Box 297, FIN-65101 Vaasa, Finland.
Tel. : +358 61 3248 489

Fax: +358 61 3248 488

3. 23rd International Small Business Congress. (Athens,
Greece).
(24-27 November, 1996)

Theme : Globalization and the SMEs.
For information, contact: 23rd ICSB Congress Secretariat,
10 Loukianou Str., GR 106 75 Athens, Greece.
Tel. : (30\) 680 0554
Fax: (30\) 680 0549

4. Strategies Cor Change: Managing NGOs. (Cranf'JeId, UK).

(15 September - 18 October 1996)

To help senior NOO staff to develop knowledge and
competencies, and to manage rapid organisational changes
of late 1990s. Fee : UK Sterling Pound 4750. For further
details, contact : Course Administrator, International
Development Centre, Cranfield School of Management,
Cranfield, Bedford MK43 OAL, UK.
Fax: +44 1234 754420
E-Mail: J.C.Wheeley@Cranfield.ac.uk.

5. Building Enterprise : Promoting and Developing Small
Business. (Durham, UK).

(18 September - 19 October, 1996)

For senior staff of promotion and development agencies in
the South who want to : develop and strengthen skills and
ability to deliver key support services; devise appropriate
strategies; enhance knowledge of key business practices. Cost
: UK Sterling Pound 8750. For further details, contact :
Marjorie Sadler, Small Business Centre, Durham University
Business School, Mill Hill Lane, Durham DHI 3LB, UK.

Fax: +44 9 374 4765

E-Mail: m.e.sadler@Durham.ac.uk.

6. 4th Annual ConCerence on High Technology Small Finns,
at Enschede, the Netherlands.

(5-6 September 1996)

Theme : Entrepreneurial Activity and the Cooperation
Process.

For further details, contact Ms. Anita Steenstra, HTSF
Conference Administration, TSM Business School, University
ofTwente, PO Box 217, 7500 AE Enschede,the Netherlands.
Tel. : +31 53 4898009
Fax: +31 534894&48
E-Mail: HTSF@sms.utwente.nl

7. 7th Annual ENDEC World Conference, at Orchard Hotel,
Singapore. (5-7 December 1996)

Theme : Globalisation and Entrepreneurship.

For further details, contact the Entrepreneurship Development
Cell, Nanyang Business School, Nanyang Technological
University, Nanyang Avenue, Singapore 2263.
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EDII LIBRARY AND INFORMATION CENTRE (EDII LIe)
ENTREPRENEURS, TRAINERS, INDUSTRIES,

ORGANISATIONS, NGOs/VOs AND LIBRARIES !
If right information at the right time is whaJ you are looking for
Here is the answer - contact EDIILIC ! Now I!

Scooting around for manufacturers' addresses?
Need statistical information on Indian economy ?
On the lookout for business opportunities ?
Want product profiles?
Searching for information on SS!'s ?
Interested in developmental information?
Require data on Research! Training! Educational information in
Entrepreneurship ?
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EDII PUBLICATIONS & AUDIO-VISUALS
EDll Reports
EDll publishes aquartelry bulletin, EDll.Reports, covering activities undertaken by the Institute. (Free
circulation on demand)

Publication

I. Entrepreneurship Development Programme in India
& Its Relevance to Developing Count.ies - Y. G. Patel

2. Developing New Entrepreneurs.

3. Self-Made Impact-Making Entrepreneurs.
-Gautam R. Jain & Akbar Ansari

4. National Directory of Entrepreneur
Trainer-Motivators.

5. Entrepreneuship Bibliography.

6. A Manual on How to Prepare A Project Report
- J. B. Patel& D. O. Allanipalli

7. In Search of Identity - The Women Entrepreneurs
of India - Ajit ·Kanitkar & Nalinee Contractor

8. Performance Improvement Series for Existing
Entrepreneurs of SSIs. (10 Booklets)

9. Not Born - The Created Entrepreneurs -
Jose Sebastian & Sajay Thakur.

10. New Initiatives in Entreprenurship Eduction and
Training - Edited by Gautam Jain & Debmuni Gupta:

11. The Seven Business Crises -
How to beat them - Y. G. Patel

YOU SIMPLY ASK FOR IT .... WE WILL PROVIDE IT!

Institutional Members
Individual Members

: Rs. 10001- per year
: Rs. 5001- per year

Contact : The Librarian
Entrepreneurship Development Institute of India

P.O. Bhat (Via Airport & Indira Bridge)
Ahmedabad-382 428

Phone : 7864331, 7864084, 7869068
Fax: 7864367

E-mail: Intemet.edindia.ahd@axcess.net.in

12. Evaluation of Entrepreneurship Development Programmes
- Dr. Dinesh Awastni and Dr. Jose Sebastian

Video Cassetss
I. Five Success Stories of First Generation Entrepreneurs

2. Assessing Entrepreneurial Competencies

3. Business Opportunity Selection and Guidance

4. Problem Solving - An Entrepreneurial Skill

5. Starting Crisis in Business

6. Cash Crisis in Business

7. Delegation Crisis in Business

8. Leadership Crisis in Business

9. Financial Crisis in Business

10. Management Crisis in Business

11. Prosperity Crisis in Business

12. Planning for Competition & Growth

13. Jewels From the Dust-
- The Making of the Ruml Entrepreneurs

14. The World of Womer. Entrepreneurs


